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I envisioned this Pokémon game in my head shortly after seeing Pokémon Stadium in 1999-2000 and, with the help of other 

fans over the years, concepts for this game have expanded and developed in more detail. 

This version of the proposal is written with the Nintendo Switch in mind.

Those in charge of Pokémon games are welcome to adapt this document. Alternatively, if anyone thinks they can get in touch 

with said people, please do pass this on.

 

Genre – Action RPG

Players - 1-2 Maybe more with the possibility of connecting via Wi-fi.

Closest game engine(s) currently existing - Spectrobes : Origins, Pokepark 2, Pokémon Sun/Moon

OVERVIEW

An in-depth storyline with cut sequences (not necessarily FMV, but that would be a nice touch) and possibly voices. What I 

saw in “Pokémon Black and White” was a very good example. “Pokémon Mystery Dungeon”'s plot execution has also been 

surprisingly emotional. A possible idea is to have the game set in PokéWorld past, maybe during one of the world's major 

conflicts.

Free-roaming (possibly destructible) 3D environment, much in the way of the “PokéPark” series. Less linear gameplay (being 

able to have a degree of choice in the order in which you complete the game’s tasks) maybe somewhere between that of 

Zelda : Breath of the Wild and Super Mario Odyssey. There would be a greater emphasis on exploring and the feeling of 

scale. Player would have the ability to see Pokémon in the wild [This has been done in Pokemon Let’s Go] and be able to fight

and catch them using real-time battling. 

- Camera angle would work from behind, not top-down, and would adjust to the player's whereabouts. [Done to an extent in

Sun/Moon and Let’s Go]

- The game could begin with the player filling out a trainer registration form as opposed to answering questions, a more 

realistic way to enter one's information. [Actually done in Sun/Moon]

- Game would incorporate all existing generations of Pokémon, with special 'missions' for legendaries – which will be battle-

able but not necessarily capturable, due to power differences.

GRAPHICS

Either closer to realism like Pokkén, closer to anime like Sun/Moon, or between the two like Poképark. Let’s Go’s anime-

esque style also has appeal.



CONTROLS [Switch Platform]

While hooked into TV

– Scanning Pokémon for 'dex entries (holding up to TV screen)

– checking inventory and map (additional screen)

– Target-locking in battle (holding up to TV screen)

– Variable in-game tasks (see 'additional features' section for more on those)

While unhooked from TV, it would function closer to a 3DS version of a Pokemon game, however menus would have to be 

integrated into the same screen area.

CUSTOMIZABILITY

- Players would be able to, at the start of the game, choose their player's gender, name, hair/skin/eye colour, hair style and 

body build. The Switch game pad could be used to personalise the player in further ways – for instance, drawing designs on 

their clothing and accessories (or obtainable stamps if drawing designs opened things up too much to obscene imagery).

- There could also be a 'trainer class' which determined what type of stat set [Stamina/HP, Attack, Defence, Speed, 

Resistance(Speed of Recovery from Status Ailments)] you'd have. For instance, a 'Bug-Catcher' type may have a great 

Resistance but little Stamina, whereas an 'Athlete' may excel at Stamina and have poor Defence.

- No ‘Starter Pokemon’, per se : Players would also be given a Quick Ball and given the opportunity to catch their first 

Pokémon from a variety of critters running about in the tall grass nearby. This gives a little more unpredictability to what 

Pokémon the player gets to begin their journey with.

- Players would also be able to choose from a wide range of character outfits and accessories. There would be a limited 

range of clothing at the beginning which could be added to as players earned money to buy new things in their journey.

- A possible revival of the Stadium "Pokémon colour alters as a result of what name you give it", bringing a variety of shades 

to one's team. Additionally, a slightly easier way to obtain shinies. [The latter has been done to an extent in Ultra SuMo]



- The player character would be able to hold an item like their Pokémon. Some would produce results (i.e - Resistance to 

poison, increased speed etc.) while others would only work for the Pokémon.

- The trainer would also have a simple means of defending themselves, or at least cutting down the damage from stray 

attacks. This could be in the form of Pester Balls or some other stun medium, maybe even actual physical retaliation.

GAMEPLAY FEATURES

- One Pokémon would accompany you at all times, as they did in Pokémon Yellow/Heartgold/Soulsilver [And now also Let’s 

Go]. Their vocals could be either an updated  version of the animal-like cries used in the mainstream games, or the cries used

in the anime series. A Pokémon partner would be interchangeable at any time, as long as the environmental conditions were

right. [This seems to have been implemented into Let’s Go]

- Environmental Conditions - Environment would affect Pokémon usage! You would only be able to battle on water using 

water or flying types. You wouldn't be able to use fish-type Pokémon in areas where there isn't water. You wouldn't be able 

to take heavy or tall Pokémon inside certain areas like high buildings or caves with low ceilings. This would add another level 

of strategy as to what Pokémon would accompany you on certain parts of your journey.

- There would be more interaction of the player character with their surroundings - No more invulnerability! The character 

would sustain injuries like his/her Pokémon in similar fashion to “Pokémon Rumble”, lower HP may slow movement, 

paralysis/sleep would mean no movement for a limited time, poison would eat at health.

- HMs would no longer exist, but be incorporated as secondary abilities in certain species of Pokémon. In order to master 

(activate) these abilities, the game's equivalent of Gym Leader badges would need to be earned. [Actually done in 

Sun/Moon, with Ride Pokemon]

- Additionally, Pokémon would be able to heal their trainer as well as each other, if they owned such moves.

- Certain Pokémon could be ridden/flown/surfed on, [This has been done in Let’s Go] but prolonged riding may lessen their 

stamina (I’ve seen this factor put into games and this might make gameplay annoying though). For crossing large areas that 

would be ridiculous on real time travel alone, players could also opt to take something like a boat or train from a relevant 

station to speed travel up.



- There would be instances of puzzle solving and also stealth levels. Pokémon could be implemented to solve puzzles with 

their abilities, “Pokémon Ranger” style.

- Players would also get the opportunity to fight opposing forces – the Team Rocket/Aqua-Magma/Cipher/Galactic/Plasma 

etc. of the game – in their trademarked armoured vehicles and various mecha. Large and powerful 'boss' Pokémon could 

also be faced. [The lattermost of those was done in Sun/Moon with Totem Pokemon]

BATTLE SYSTEM

- Wild battles - Pokémon would be primarily controlled by AI, with the player put in control of adjusting options such as 

which moves their Pokémon should stick to or avoid (rather like Mystery Dungeon), when the Pokémon should attack or 

defend etc. A Pokémon could be swapped for another in the team at any time, as long as the environmental conditions were 

right.

– Event Battles (trainer, gym etc) - Players would take control of the Pokémon and battle with them personally, using 

mechanics similar to Pokémon Rumble/PokéPark/Pokkén Tournament. If the battle is 2 on 2, the partner could 

either be AI controlled or controlled by a friend. [A variant of co-op battling has been done in Let’s Go, though the 

battles are still turn based]

- Anticipating attacks by characters could be shown by an exclamation mark appear above said character's head. At times, 

more unscrupulous challengers to the player may order their Pokémon to attack the player themselves.



- The character would also 'level up' alongside their Pokémon, with differing stat changes depending on the trainer type 

chosen.

- If the player's Pokémon were all knocked out, the player would not faint unless THEIR health reached 0HP. In a wild battle, 

they would have the chance to run away. In an event battle, this would result in an instant win for the opponent. The player's

health reaching 0HP would open up the way for a 'game over' scenario which would result in the player waking at a hospital 

or Pokémon Center, possibly with items missing if they were battling villains.

- Pokémon moves would no longer have PP, [Implemented in Pokemon Rumble & Quest] but stamina might play a greater 

role in battles and travelling.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

POKEWALKER V2 - Utilise the accelerometer/gyro controls of the Switch to make an advanced PokéWalker program with 

more effective training/level up functions. [A variant of this has been done with the Pokeball Plus Accessory]

PHOTO MODE – Something of a “Pokémon Snap”-like 'side quest' in which the player captures images of various Pokémon 

for rewards. This could act as the equivalent for filling the Pokédex, and move the focus away from having to physically 

capture every Pokémon species. Photo snapping could be initiated by holding the Switch console as if it were a camera. 

Photo mode could also be used to take pictures anywhere in the game for souvenirs. This feature has already been tested to 

an extent in Pokepark 2. [A version of this was done in Sun/Moon with a limited range AR photo spot mode]

CONTEST MODE – Both the Switch and its accessories could work in different ways for a mode like this. For example....

– Utilising Joy-Cons for dancing.

– Using Switch console and pen to add flair to Pokémon moves – drawing moves into certain shapes to gain additional 

points.

COOKING MODE – If one were to revive the cooking based minigames of previous gens...

– Stirring the contents of a bowl with the console pen

– Rolling dough by pressing fingers on the Switch screen



POKEMON BREEDING – The possibility of adding an entirely new dimension to a Pokémon game would be the concept of 

'fusion breeding'. Whether this would be naturally occurring in game or artificially induced would be dependant on the 

game's plot.

– The concept would be based on a “Spore” type engine, where Pokémon offspring of parents of differing species 

would inherit physical traits, abilities and colours from both parents. Their cry would be a mixture of both species.

– The traits could be randomized. For instance, one child of a Sandslash and Zangoose could be white with brown 

spines and a long fluffy tail, and another child from the same parents be brown with no spines and a stubby tail.

– Breeding would only occur between existing egg groups. Fusion offspring would not be able to breed.

– ALTERNATIVELY : Hybrid breeding, where new species of Pokémon were only obtainable by breeding two completely

different existing species of Pokémon together. 

[A variant of these has kind of been done in Sun/Moon with Alolan species]

CONNECTABILITY

- Two player co-op would be possible (maybe just locally, but an online mode would be great if it didn't lag too badly). 

Players could thus work together. During double gym battles, the second player could take control of the other player's 

second Pokémon for them. [Drop in, drop out local co-op has been put into Let’s Go]

- Online connections would also be possible for staged battles and trades with friends and randomly selected opponents, 

even casual chat and socialising, Animal Crossing style. [Done to an extent in Sun/Moon with the Festival Plaza]

- Maybe incorporating QR codes into some Pokémon Trading Cards for special (shiny?) versions of Pokémon. [Done to an 

extent in Sun/Moon with the QR Code Scanner]


